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BE SURE WITH BCC
Buying a car? Be Sure With “The Warranty Group’s (TWG) Extended
Warranty Programme, underwritten by Tokio Marine Insurance and
marketed by BCC Automotive. You’ll definitely need more than your
mandatory motor insurance coverage which does not cover “lemons”
- mysterious cars which problems continue to occur despite the
amount of repair work put in it.
TWG has the right coverage for your precious ride for a greater peace
of mind as it protects your car from any unexpected mechanical
breakdowns, while helping you maintain the value of your car.
Cars, both new and old and up to 9 years old are eligible for this
warranty program, which ranges from over 50 crucial components
coverage in 3 key areas - to extensive 150 components coverage
depending on the vehicle’s age and mileage. Best of all, this warranty
is transferable, should you change your car halfway through the
coverage period.
With TWG’s warranty program, you are guaranteed fitment of highquality parts in the event of unforeseen breakdowns. For new and
nearly new cars, TWG offers a comprehensive 5-year Motor Warranty
at a very competitive price.
In the event of a breakdown or failure, this warranty program will
provides repair for all of your car’s covered components through
Authorised Service Centre – BCC Automotive Pte Ltd. Established since
1975, BCC Automotive Pte Ltd has evolved from a small workshop in
a service station to become one of the leading Automobile workshop
specialists with a total of 25 workbays in 3 different locations spanned
across Singapore strategically at Sin Ming (Central), Kaki Bukit (East) &
Jurong East (West). They specialise in servicing, diagnostic and repairs,
with factory trained technicians as well as diagnostic computers to
provide customers with efficient and quality repairs.
For more information, please visit www.bcc.sg

THE ENGINE
OF 2018 IS TINY
The 1.0 TSI in the new VW up! GTI has been named International Engine of the
Year 2018. The 85 kW / 115 HP petrol engine is the first of its kind to be combined
with a four-way catalytic converter and installed in the up!. It also comes with a
petrol particle filter. Exhaust gas after-treatment paired with features inside the
engine enables the power source on board the up! GTI to meet the new EU 6AG
(Euro 6d-TEMP) emission standard.
A detailed looked at the engine and emission control system: The 1.0 TSI version
of the up! GTI is the latest addition to the EA211 range of engines. The 999
cm3 award-winning engine contains a turbocharger with electric wastegate
actuator, an intake manifold with integrated intercooler and an exhaust manifold
integrated into the cylinder head. With a pressure of 350 bar (high for a petrol
engine), the fuel mixture is injected directly into the combustion chambers.
Thanks to these features, the compact, lightweight four-valve engine delivers 115
HP at between 5,000 and 5,500 rpm. From 2,000 rpm, the 1.0 TSI – which is fitted
with two adjustable camshafts – balances a force of 200 Nm to the drive axle. The
maximum torque remains constant up to 3,500 rpm.

One key aim when developing the new TSI was to ensure the lowest possible
emissions. This was achieved with new tech, such as the new 5-hole piezoelectric
injector, high injection pressure, newly developed turbocharger, new pistons and
innovative emission after-treatment system. A core element of the emission aftertreatment system is a new four-way catalytic converter with integrated petrol
particle filter (OPF). The OPF reduces particle emissions by 95 percent. A second
three-way catalytic converter in the underbody guarantees that the threshold
specified in EU 6AG is complied with – even under heavy loads.
The EU 6AG (Euro 6d-TEMP) emission standard includes fuel consumption
measurements according to the new, realistic Worldwide Harmonised Light
Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP) and Real Driving Emissions (RDE) test. The
measurements are made on a dynamometer and under real conditions on the
road.
A one-litre engine is no odd thing these days, the VW Golf 1.0 TSI, Ford Fiesta,
Audi A1, and Q2 already feature 1.0-litre 3-bangers on sale in Singapore.
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BMW M5 NOW AVAILABLE
IN SINGAPORE

BMW Asia and Performance Munich Autos launched the all-new BMW M5. Making
its debut in the sixth generation of the high-performance sedan is the new
M-specific all-wheel-drive system M xDrive.
When the engine is first started, the all-new BMW M5 will be in all-wheel-drive
mode (4WD) with Dynamic Stability Control (DSC) switched on. The driver is then
able to vary the handling characteristics of the all-new BMW M5 by activating
various driving dynamics modes, including a rear-wheel-drive mode with no DSC.

SKODA RETURNS TO
SINGAPORE
Volkswagen Group Singapore brings the Skoda brand back to
Singapore as sole importer
and retailer. It will also be the first Southeast Asian market to
have a direct dealership. Available in Singapore are the Rapid
Spaceback, Octavia, Superb and Kodiaq, at the new flagship
showroom located at Skoda Centre Singapore on 26 Leng Kee
Road.
The Rapid Spaceback. It’s a compact five-door, five-seat
hatchback that comes with a 1.0-litre turbo engine and twinclutch, seven-speed auto. The Octavia is a Golf-based fivedoor liftback that could fill in the Jetta-shaped hole in VW’s
Singapore line-up, with its tax-friendly 1.0-litre turbo.
In some ways the Superb is a sort of “Passat Plus” — it’s nearly
10cm longer than the Volkswagen with which it shares its
mechanical bits, and its wheelbase is almost 5cm longer.
In fact, at 4,861mm in length and 2,841mm between axles,
the Superb is one of the bigger players in the Camry class of
executive cars.
And the “biggest” Kodiaq is a seven seat SUV with as much as
2,005 litres of cargo capacity, and nicely complements the VWSkoda range since there’s no Volkswagen SUV here with sevenseats. 2.0-litre turbo engine, 8.2 seconds. Not bad afterall!

The 4.4-litre V8 engine featuring M TwinPower Turbo technology puts out 600 hp
and peak torque of 750 Nm. 0 to 100 km/h in a mere 3.4 seconds, for starters. The
new eight-speed M Steptronic transmission with Drivelogic, which teams up with
the M xDrive system which is rear-biased for more fun, uh, driving dynamics.
The all-new BMW M5 can be ordered in a variety of exterior colours, some of which
are reserved exclusively for the M5. New additions to the spectrum include Marina
Bay Blue Metallic, an intense shade of blue. Matt finishes such as Frozen Dark Silver
and Frozen Arctic Grey can be specified as an option.
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GENERAL TIRE ARRIVES
Continental-owned General Tire launches in Singapore with two models, aims
to deliver European quality/features at a lesser price.
While it may not be a familiar name here, the American tyre brand (hence ‘tire’
vs ‘tyre’) has been around for more than 100 years, it being set up in 1915 by
William O’Neill in Akron, Ohio as The General Tire and Rubber Company.
Since 1987 though, the brand has been a fully owned subsidiary of
Continental AG (through Continental Tire Americas LLC), and is made with
access to Continental’s technology and resources, but as a more mainstream
brand.
The product range kicks off with two products, both universal purpose (small
hatch, sedan, crossover, van) the Altimax Comfort, and Altimax Sport. These
tyres are from General Tire’s European line of products, and are manufactured
in Europe.

Both tyres have a couple of unique, consumer-friendly features that take a bit
of the guesswork out of tyre wear: Replacement Tyre Monitor (RTM) and Visual
Alignment Indicator (VAI).
The Altimax Comfort is aimed at smaller cars, and prioritises fuel saving, low
rolling resistance, stable wet handling and braking, low aquaplaning risk, as
well as a comfortable and quiet ride. It’s available in a variety of sizes, to fit
13-inch to 16-inch wheels.
The Altimax Sport is a sport tyre that can fit anything from a compact
hatch, to a crossover, or a large limousine – General Tire expects it to be the
mainstream seller here. It prioritises precise steering and supportive driving
on curved roads, has a modern silica tread compound that ‘bridges the gap
between wet performance and rolling resistance’.
General Tire will be distributed by local tyre/wheel stalwart Stamford Tyres.

AUDI AND HYUNDAI TO DEVELOP FUEL
CELL TECHNOLOGY TOGETHER

AUDI AG and Hyundai Motor Group are driving the development of fuel
cell technology. The two companies plan to cross-license patents and
grant access to non-competitive components. The agreement is currently
subject to approval from the applicable regulatory authorities. Through
their collaboration, both partners aim to bring the fuel cell to volume
production maturity more quickly and more efficiently. Audi and Hyundai are
also exploring more far-reaching collaboration on the development of this
sustainable technology.
Long ranges and short refueling times make hydrogen an attractive future
source of energy for electric mobility. This is particularly true for larger
automobiles, where the weight advantages of the fuel cell vehicle inherent to

its design are particularly pronounced. Besides further advances in fuel cell
technology, key aspects for its future market success include the regenerative
production of hydrogen and the establishment of a sufficient infrastructure.
Audi has already been working on fuel cell concepts for almost 20 years. The
first test vehicle was the compact Audi A2H2 in 2004, followed by the Audi
Q5 HFC in 2008. The 2014 Audi A7 Sportback h-tron quattro introduced the
“h-tron” suffix for models with fuel cell technology. The “h” stands for the
element hydrogen. The Audi h-tron quattro concept study presented in 2016
further demonstrated the brand’s technology competence in fuel cell drive
systems.
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PARTY
HARD
The three pointed star of the show
TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS MANUFACTURERS

ULTRA SINGAPORE

is an outdoor electronic music festival that debuted in 2015 in Singapore as part of Ultra Music
Festival’s worldwide expansion, which has now spread to twenty countries.
Over the weekend 15-16 June 2018, Mercedes-Benz stayed true to its brand promise of delivering
“the best or nothing” at Ultra Singapore 2018. As a premium sponsor of the highly acclaimed
electronic dance music festival, which returned to Singapore for its third year, Mercedes-Benz
delivered an exclusive party experience like no other.
Situated at the heart of Ultra Park with unparalleled views of the Ultra Main Stage, the two-storey
Mercedes-Benz Suite hosted more than 600 fans, customers, and partners from across the region
over the two-day festival.
Guests soaked in the atmospheric melodies and beats, spectacular pyrotechnics and stunning LED
displays within the luxury and comfort of the suite. Mercedes-Benz pampered guests with their
dedicated full service bars, plush lounge seating, and personalised make-up artists that took the
concert experience to a whole new level, while providing convenient respite from the tropical heat.
Party-goers also got the chance to get up close with the exclusive car displays, where the sporty
Mercedes-AMG C 63 S Coupé and the Mercedes-Benz G-Class were striking visual sensations.
The Mercedes-AMG C 63 S Coupé outshone itself within the Suite with its bold colour
modifications, conveying the commanding nature of the vehicle that lies beneath. With its sturdy
ladder frame and galvanized steel body, the Mercedes-Benz G-Class stood on its own at the festival
accompanying its advanced lighting and classic upright shape, where its purposeful elegance were
both unmistakable and irrefutable.
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is never short of well-resp
ected hatchbacks. In fac
t, the Suzuki Swift is alo
more popular and afford
ng the
able hatchbacks, worth
y as a successor to the
Honda Civics hatchback
evergreen
s of the past.
Despite being introduce
d in 2004, the second ge
neration Swift continue
plow on as one of the mo
s to
re sensible and reliable
cars on the road today.
look hard enough, you
If you
may even find a handfu
l of the first generation
registered in Singapore
Swifts still
. Sure, Suzuki is also kno
wn for compact SUVs like
Jimny and Vitara, but it’s
the
the kei-cars and superm
ini hatchbacks that the
really excels at.
company
You may wonder, what
happened to the third
gen in Singapore? It wa
car than the predecessor
s a better
, but it just had a bad str
oke of luck that the CO
premiums were at a sho
E
cking level - plus, it wa
s much more affordable
used second-gen unit.
to get a
It has been said that the
automotive industry’s hid
den tuning gems can be
in the regular versions
found
of high-performance veh
icles. Although there are
exceptions to the rule,
some
regular cars offer almost
everything that their hig
performance cousin has
h, minus the rock-hard sus
pension setup, noisy gri
tyres and a nicer equip
ppy
ment package.
While having an four-sp
eed automatic for a com
for table, fuss-free daily
it’s hard to feel engine
drive,
power upgrades due to
the nature of a torque con
based four-speed gearb
ver ter
ox. In order to race, mo
st of the upgrades here
focused on pure handli
are
ng prowess and cooling
.

But that doesn’t mean
he didn’t fiddle around
in the engine bay first.
power upgrades, thrott
Instead of
le response is enhanced
with an enlarged air int
a Swift Sport air intake
ake plus
manifold handle all the
high-rpm air requiremen
new, less-restrictive mu
ts, plus a
ffler for less exhaust ba
ck pressure.
Lightened crank pulley
s may be the rage for pe
rformance enthusiasts,
Swift features a unique
but this
mod: A large diameter
water pump pulley red
load on the engine – wh
uces the
ich robs less power to run
the water pump effective
With all the powertrain
ly.
details sor ted, it was tim
e to beef up the suspensi
Going beyond the variou
on.
s stiffening bars, a com
bination of hard Tomei
XYZ springs kept the car
and soft
planted on the various
autocross-level tracks wh
owner prefers to compe
ich the
te on.
Braking was not overlo
oked, keeping in mind
that his competition is
on medium-low speed
always held
circuits, the original bra
kes were upsized and up
with slotted rotors and
graded
sport pads from the Su
zuki Swift Sport, which
replaces the original rea
also
r drum brake setup for
a more neutral braking
response.
Finally, the stock seats
won’t make the cut if you
’re serious into competin
driver gets a nice Bride
g. The
Low Max while those wh
o ride shotgun get held
by the Bride Gias. Snap
in place
py steering comes courte
sy of a momo steering
wheel.
With plenty of track ou
tings starting from the
Drive Rite Tarmac Rally-X
Supersonic Touge Max!,
,
plus a long histor y of pa
rticipating in the local Au
a gymkhana and autocr
totest,
oss hybrid event, it’s cle
ar cut that one can turn
car into a competitive on
a regular
e, if you modify it right!
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..hidden
tuning gems
can be found
in the regular
versions...
Suzuki Swift ZC11
Engine

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling

6

6

6

7

8

ENGINE
Voltage stabilizer

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

UNDERCARRIAGE
K&N drop in air filter
Brandless china cold air intake pipe
ZC31S intake manifold
RNE throttle body spacer
K&N breather filter
Monster Sport water pump pulley
HKS Silent Hi-Power Muffler
HKS Midpipe
UNDERCARRIAGE
ZYX Super Sport Coilovers
F: 8kg Tomei spring
R: 5kg XYZ spring
TRW front slotted rotors
ACRE street brake pads (front)
ACRE DRIPA brake pads (rear)
Cusco front strut bar
Cusco rear strut bar (boot bar)
Cusco front anti-roll bar
Beatrush room bar
Beatrush roof bar
Summit Racing rear anti-roll bar
PJS fender bar
Rear disc conversion.
Whiteline front lower arm bushings
INTERIOR
Bride Low Max
Bride seat rail
Bride Gias
Miki rails
Momo steering wheel w/ HKB boss kit
JS square custom speedometer lights
EXTERIOR
Monster Sport CF rear spoiler

MODIfIcatIons
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Go faster, stop quicker, turn better & enjoy improved performance with these products!

1.

2.

VP Racing
TORQ DX

Tuned for maximum handling on the track and
engineered to deliver faster lap times, this semi-slick
tyre features a newly developed tread compound
that increases contact with the road surface. The
unique design features maximum shoulder stiffness
and provides constant rubber-to-road contact
during extreme cornering.

VP Racing Fuels newest diesel race fuel formula
offer more power, more torque and more
consistent engine temperatures. It also lowers
engine temperatures with better consistency
across the rpm range. TORQ DX will allow for
extreme turbo pressures and readily accepts
power enhancing alcohol injection favored by
top professional pullers and racers.

Bridgestone Tyre Singapore www.bridgestone.com.sg

Best Chemical Co Singapore - www.best-chemical.com

3.

Ducatus Ultimate-R
10W60 PAO

Ducatus is showing no slowdown in their quest
to deliver the finest motor oil for all drivers, with
the introduction of the latest Ultimate-R 10W60
PAO - an oil designed to take the stresses of racing
for high-performance vehicles! Ducatus lubricants
are blended with finest base oils and treated with
advanced additives which meet and exceed latest
OEMs requirements, ensuring the best performance
for automobiles, without breaking the bank.
UTS Automotive – 6844 2806

5.

Bridgestone
Potenza RE-71R

4.

HKS Legamax Premium
For Honda Civic 1.5 FC1

Full straight structure with no restriction and
pipe layout for efficient exhaust gas flow
inside the silencer achieves a 50% reduction
in the exhaust pressure compared to the stock
exhaust system. The titanium dual exhaust tips
on both sides gives the Civic a more sporty
appearance. It is both JASMA and LTA approved.
Fong Kim Exhaust System www.fongkim.com.sg

6.

034 Motorsports Street
Density Motor Mounts

Meet the new standard in comfort and
performance. Designed with performance in
mind, it is manufactured from high-durometer
rubber for increased performance and durability,
without sacrificing comfort. Density Line Mounts
are void-free and fluid-free, eliminating the slop
associated with the factory mounts, resulting in
improved feel and driving dynamics.

Achilles
122

An aggressive performance tyre that offers driving
precision as well as maximum comfort. Great for highspeed handling and comfort and suitable for all car
types from sedan, minivan to wagons. A stiffer tread
area improves high-speed stability and dry braking,
multi-sipe design enhances hydroplaning resistance
on wet roads, and four grooves design maximises
maneuverability.

Monster Tune - 9784 6614

YHI Singapore - www.yhi.com.sg

7.

Drive Industries H.D Adjustable Sway Bar End Linkage

These heavy duty adjustable sway bar end linkage feature low
friction and long life. It eliminates sway bar link flex, adjustable
sway bar positioning and is suitable for both lowered or lifted
vehicles. Fully engineered and made in Australia.
Drive Industries Singapore - 64535112

8.

Volk Racing
TE37 Saga

This refined TE37 incorporate all these new factors
of a sports car with more power, speed, and weight.
Features include anti-tire slip knurling finish, logo
machining points, and excessive mass reduction on
the spoke backside. Colors available are Diamond
Dark Gunmetal (MM) and Bronze Almite (BR). Air
Valve is included with each wheel and optional
center caps are available to purchase separately.
Available in 17 to 18-inch size.
Stamford Tyres Retail Singapore
- 6262 3355

GADGETS & GIZMOS
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Pamper your ride with the latest parts in the market

1.

OWS
DSG II

The dual clutch transmission gearbox is a highly
developed, complex high-tech component,
which creates extremely demanding
requirements for the transmission ﬂuid. This is a
specially formulated fully synthetic transmission
ﬂuid. It has been exclusively developed for
high performance applications in new Audi,
Volkswagen group dual clutch transmissions.
OWS Germany - www.ows-germany.com

2.

Urive
iQuad II

Featuring a HD front and HD rear camera
with D1 cameras for left and right channels,
it supports easy configuration with an
Android or iOS smartphone. The cameras
feature a CMOS sensor and records videos
at 120fps (30fps per channel). Its safe dual
event recording makes stores incidents in
the driving folder and in the event folder. It
features a discharge protection that prevents
the car’s battery from completely draining.
A.I.M Net Pte Ltd - urivesg@gmail.com

3.

4.

WD-40 Specialist
Dry Lube PTFE

Lubricate and provide superior long-lasting
corrosion protection with no oily residue with just
a spray. It dries quickly and resists dirt, dust and oil.
It can reduce friction and wear on blades and bits,
door and window tracks, slides, conveyor belts,
rollers, hinges, power tools and equipment. It is
also ideal for releasing molded parts.

Nothing ruins your day like a car with a dead
battery. Delphi is made with a special alloy
formula for long life and better performance
with top quality mat separators for short circuit
prevention. This maintenance-free battery
features “Ca-Ca” technology, for high reserve
capacity and high cranking capability. With a heatsealed vented cover that reduces self-discharge, it
will be part of a great start to your everyday.
Unicla – 6844 2860

PND Hardware & Trading Pte Ltd - 6565 6233

5.

Konig
Impression

The Impression is a unique, split 10-spoke,
face-forward design that will have heads
turning for another look. Finished in Gloss
Black with Machined Face, the Impression is
available in 16 to 18 inches. The Impression
has fitment for many popular passenger
vehicles and is ready to make your vehicle
stand out from the crowd.
YHI Singapore - www.yhi.com.sg

7.

Steelmate
TPMS TP-S7I

Sleeker, better and more energy
efficient than ever – solar powered
color display TPMS comes with 4
internal sensors and a solar colored
powered dashboard mountable
display which shows the tyre
pressures of all 4 tyres in BAR or PSI.
Stamford Tyres - 6263 2244

Delphi
Premium Battery

6.

Little
Trees Pump

Made in USA from the best ingredients,
Little Trees air fresheners are renown
for the fresh, long-lasting fragrance
experience. The wide range of scents
are now available in a spray bottle for
convenient use. It instantly gets your
car, home or office smelling better.
Concorde Auto Accessories - 6292 0087

8.

Ducatus
Engine Flush

Improve engine performance, restore engine
compression up to 99%, restore power, improve
fuel economy and reduce emissions. The Ducatus
engine flush removes carbon built-up in piston,
piston ring and cylinder liner. Furthermore, it
washes away oil sludge, contamination and metal
breakdown particles. A bottle sufficient for treat
to 3-5 litres engine oil and is recommended for
every oil change, for all type of gasoline and diesel
engines.
Unicla – 6844 2860
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PORSCHE CHARITY GALA
PLUS A DOUBLE MILESTONE ANNIVERSARY

TEXT & PHOTOS PORSCHE

I

n celebration of the 70th anniversary of the
Porsche brand and Porsche Club Singapore’s 30th
anniversary, Porsche held a special charity gala
dinner on 8 June 2018 at Shangri-La Hotel Singapore
for over 300 guests, including Porsche customers,
Porsche Club Singapore members, and members of
the media.

In commemoration of the Porsche brand’s 70th
anniversary, Karsono Kwee, Executive Chairman of
Eurokars Group and founder of Stuttgart Auto, donated
S$70,000. Both Porsche Asia Pacific and Stuttgart
Auto also made a contribution of S$70 for each Gala
Dinner ticket purchased, raising an additional sum of
S$21,000.

Aligned with the global anniversary theme of
“Sportscar Together”, Porsche believes that
customers, fans, and employees are brought
together by one particular passion: their love for
sports cars – the driving force behind the success
of the brand. Over seven decades, Porsche has
been uniting sports car enthusiasts, customers,
and employees, fuelled by valuable and exciting
moments that have been shared with others around
the world.

Through this event, Porsche Asia Pacific and Stuttgart
Auto also held a charity auction, which raised a total of
S$20,900. The charity auction included an impressive
array of auction items, such as:
-1 out of 1948 pieces and only piece of the anniversary
model of the Porsche Design 1919 Datetimer 70
Years Sports Car Limited Edition watch, available in
Singapore exclusively for the auction
-The 2014 racing suit worn by former Australian
professional racing driver, Mark Webber
-The racing gloves worn by New Zealand professional
racing driver, Earl Bamber, during the 2015 24 Hours
of Le Mans victory;
-And other exclusive items not available for sale to the
general public.

Henrik Dreier, General Manager – Singapore, Porsche
Asia Pacific said, “Tonight is a celebration of 70 years
of the Porsche brand. The first sports car to bear the
Porsche name, the 356 ‘No. 1’ Roadster, was registered
exactly 70 years ago today. Since then, Porsche has
further developed into a world-leading and innovative
manufacturer of sports cars that combines tradition
and innovation, performance and everyday usability,
design and functionality, as well as exclusivity and
social acceptance.”
“Be it on the racetrack or on the road, in the passenger
seat or behind the wheel, every single one of our
Porsche models represents a piece of motoring history
and a statement for the future.”

The event raised a total of S$111,900, with all proceeds
donated to The Straits Times School Pocket Money
Fund.
To commemorate the jubilee year, Porsche enthusiasts
in Singapore gathered for a day of fun at the new
Eurokars Group integrated after sales facility at
Tanjong Penjuru that is scheduled to open in the
last quarter of 2018. A total of 50 Porsche customers’
cars, and approximately 100 Porsche Club Singapore

members, Porsche employees, friends and families,
came together to form the number ‘70’ and the word
‘Porsche’, as seen in the official 70 Years of Porsche
sportscars logo.
Francis Lee, Managing Director of Stuttgart Auto
said, “As the exclusive dealer for the Porsche brand in
Singapore since 1985, Stuttgart Auto is proud to be
part of Porsche’s 70 years of success. Not only that,
we are here tonight to celebrate 30 years of Porsche
Club Singapore. Our long-standing relationship with
Porsche Club Singapore has helped to create many
unforgettable events and treasured moments for our
Porsche family, including the recent 70 Years of Porsche
sportscars photoshoot that was held at our new
integrated after sales facility at Tanjong Penjuru.”
On display for the first time was the all-new 911 Carrera
T next to a classic 911 T from 1968. Celebrating its
comeback after almost 50 years, the new 911 Carrera
T is designed to optimise sportiness and deliver
lightweight construction; it is Porsche’s way of reviving
the purist concept of its predecessor: less weight,
shorter transmission ratios from the manual gearbox,
and rear-wheel drive with mechanical rear differential
lock for an enhanced performance and intense driving
pleasure. The new 911 Carrera T delivers maximum
power of 272 kW (370 hp) and can reach 0-100 km/h in
4.2 sec (PDK) with the top speed of 291 km/h (PDK).
The charity Gala Dinner held in Singapore was part the
70th anniversary celebrations of the Porsche brand,
with numerous activities planned across the world, and
within the Asia Pacific region.
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Honda Civic
Engine

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling
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7

8

8
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ENGINE
Hurricane Air filter
HKS exhaust
Unichip tuned
UNDERCARRIAGE
Volk Rays TE37 17x9JJ forged rim
API Racing 4 pot Big Brake Kit
D2 Coilovers
Ultra Racing front n rear strut bar
Ultra Racing fender brace bar
Type R front anti roll bar
Summit Racing rear anti-roll/sway bar

F

rom the standpoint of enthusiasts who like to modify cars, the
Honda Civic is easily one of the most satisfying car to enhance,
due to the ease of finding parts either to beautify or improve the
performance of their daily hauler.
Quite unlike its born-to-race Honda Civic Type R brethren, the much
more subtle Honda Civic is your standard typical commuter sedan
- but with plenty of enthusiastic owners. With such widespread
adoption of the new platform, the explosion of aftermarket parts
for the new Civic soon occurred, giving owners a virtually unlimited
customization options for their FD rides.
Work on the engine for naturally aspirated cars is always a standard
affair. Instead of splurging out on extensive mods which, a simple
Hurricane Air filter and a HKS exhaust takes care of the airflow and
inducing more growl, then it was tuned with a Unichip for better low
end torque.
With a 2.0-litre engine, this Civic is far from slow. Handling was on
the top priority, and the original sway bars were upgraded with a big
diameter rear bar, while the front gets the Type R treatment. Under
the skin, hide front fender braces as well as strut tower bars.
While big wheels may
look good, a good
compromise of lowered
looks and comfortable
handling could only
be achieved with a
good set of coilovers
and reasonably sized
wheels. Here, we have
D2 coilovers lowered to
near maximum, and 17-

inch original lightweight wheels from Rays - which help lower the
unsprung weight and keep the car supple over bumps.
Braking is overlooked as well, with API Racing four-piston brake kit
squeezed into the wheels and matched with a set of high temperature
brake pads. A perfect complement for this show-stopper if you may
ask!
With the original car’s dull red was an eyesore, the entire car was
redone in a brilliant candy red which does make it pop under the sun.
Not just wanting to look like any other Type R, a Mugen RR inspired
front bumper, side skirt, rear bumper, carbon fiber bonnet and front
grill were the key to this car’s good looks. The fenders were a custom
one-off design, combined with addition lower lip all-round the car,
nicely adds to the aggressive look by visually lowering the car even
further.
While the average person spends an three hours a week looking at
their car, the inside of this Civic is where one can spend an entire
week in joy. Nestled in bucket seats, strapped down with harnesses,
facing a dashboard with full carbon fiber, gauges for almost every
performance data, and a custom “Rising Sun” roof lining, the interior
is definitely a tuner’s dream.
More to that, the whole car has been themed right, from the
red exterior, to the red ambient lighting. If this amount
of red won’t get your senses racing, perhaps
the EMMA-quality ICE system will with an
advanced Pioneer head unit, with a sweetsounding combination of Hertz and
Omni drivers.
There are many nice and wild
Civics Type Rs out there, a handful
of Mugen RRs, but exceptionally
done Civics? Definitely rare!

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

All dressed to impress!

INTERIOR
Bride Stradia 2 semi bucket seat
Sabelt racing harness
Full carbon fiber dashboard and gear console
Greddy Gauges
Defi Advance ZD
Custom “Rising Sun” roof lining
Mugen carbon fiber auto-to-manual gearknob
Civic TypeR push start
Red neon ambience light bar
Red LED legroom light
Pioneer AVH-X5750BT headunit
Hertz x 4 tweeter
Hertz front n back speakers
OMNI full range speakers
Hertz amplifier
Hertz 10” subwoofer

... DULL RED WAS AN
EYESORE...

EXTERIOR
Candy Red custom paintwork
Mugen RR front bumper, side skirt & rear bumper
Mugen RR carbon fiber bonnet & front grill
Voltex Type 5 carbon fiber GT wing
Spoon side mirror
Custom vented fenders
Custom front lip
Universal side skirt lip
Kansai rear bumper diffuser
Custom designed HID headlights
EGR protector eyelid

TEXT & PHOTO KRADO LOW
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KEEP ROLLIN’
Nexen’s Sungbae Lee on tyres
Nexen Tire is a Korea-based company which
manufactures tyres for passenger cars, light truck
and sport utility vehicles. Established in 1942, the
first Korean tire company developed Korea’s first
V-shaped directional tires and patented nanotechnology.
In Singapore, the Nexen range is available under
Roadstone Tyre, an associated brand produced by
Nexen. Nexen continues to research and develop
future tire technologies utilizing cutting-edge
equipment to ensure safety, value and performance
with an environmentally gentle approach.

To overcome the trade-off performance, we are
applying and developing new designs and materials.
Unidirectional, Asymmetric or Directional? What
would be your design of choice?
Tyre tread patterns designed to meet driving
conditions and maximize tyre performance. A
symmetric tread pattern is the most common and it
allow using multiple tyre rotation.

Tell us, if you could create the perfect tyre, how
would it look like?

An asymmetric pattern is designed to meet the
requirements of dry cornering and wet traction
at the same time. So it usually adopted for the
ultra-high performance tyres. The outboard side
usually features larger tread ribs/blocks to increase
cornering stability on dry roads by offering greater
contact area. The inboard side usually features
smaller independent tread blocks to aid wet and/or
winter traction when driving straight ahead.

It is not easy question. Ultimately, the features of
‘perfect tyre’ is to maximize the following basic
functions of the tyres:
1. Support vehicle load
2. Transmit Traction and braking
3. Absorb road shocks
4. Change and maintain the direction of the car.

A directional (unidirectional) tread pattern is
designed to roll in only one direction. It incorporates
lateral grooves on both sides of the tyre’s centerline
that point in the same direction and result in
v-shaped tread blocks. These grooves enhance
hydroplaning resistance at high speeds by pumping
water more efficiently through the tread pattern.

However, each performance has a trade-off
relationship. For example, if the tyre increase
stiffness for handling performance, it should be
uncomfortable. If decreasing the Rolling resistance
for fuel economy, the braking performance should
relatively lower.

What is the most common complaint about tyres?

On a recent dealer conference, we spoke to Sungbae
Lee, Nexen’s Deputy G.Manager of the Quality
Assurance Team, about Nexen’s future tyre ideas.

First of all, ride complaints is most common. It
caused by consumer sensitivity such as vibration
and noise. Secondly, common complaint is external
damages. Tyres are always touching the ground and
move very fast so it can be damaged very easily.

What are some of the design challenges for tyres,
like vehicle type, weight of vehicle, materials,
construction, tread design?
To overcome the trade-off performance, there are
many challenges for tyres recently. For example,
the asymmetric pattern design is to increase dry
handling and wet traction performance at the same
time. The use of hybrid cords combines different
material (like Aramid and Nylon) due to reduced
rolling resistance and to improved durability at the
same time. And we developed a polyurethane to
equip the tyre’s inner surface to reduce tyre noise.
On average, how long will it take for a prototype
tyre to reach production?
It depends on the development difficulties.
Commonly, it takes one or two years for a concept
tyre to reach the mass production stage. Our
unwavering quality assurance is resulting in no
product recalls – ever.
Is it true that tyres are designed around the most
popular car in the target market?
Yes, we designed and tested for the most popular
cars in the target markets. Comfort and tire
performance directly correlate with a driver’s overall
vehicle satisfaction. That is why Nexen is part of a
handful of manufacturers approved for OE fitments.
Nexen’s quality and performance testing ensures
the driver’s satisfaction with their tires, and are also
likely to be satisfied with their vehicle!

FEATURE CAR
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...GALANT OR LANCER,
DOES IT MATTER?...

Mitsubishi Lancer
Engine

Aerodynamics

Cockpit
Dressup

Uniqueness

Handling

7

7

7

9

7
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Time to style on!

T

he Mitsubishi Lancer. One can dream of immersing oneself in
the full Japanese culture and festivities, while frolicking under
the blooming cherry blossoms. Or here at least, we can enjoy
real JDM cars, such as the Mitsubishi Lancer.
We’ve featured tons of CS Lancers - making the seventh
generation Lancer one of the most popular models, making it
a huge success against the seventh generation Civic. Even as
the eighth generation Lancers started rolling off the showroom
floor, the older gen Lancers were still being sold alongside.
But the CY Lancer, a.k.a Lancer EX, does have a good following
as well, mostly swayed by the new 2.0-litre, MIVEC engine and
RISE (Reinforced Impact Safety Evolution) chassis. Naturally,
enthusiasts will flock to the ultra pumped-up Lancer CZ4.. a.k.a
the Evolution X - leaving the CY Lancer to fill in the general
market.

Rather than ruin an Evo X, ardent fans of lowered cars could
get all of the Evo X’s low looks with the practicality and
lower running costs of the standard sedan. And this stylish
modification journey doesn’t need to cost much. A handful
of tweaking was all that is needed to achieve its current
aesthetics...
Styling it up started with 18-inch Work Meister S1, chosen as
the chunky design was best suited for the Lancer’s big body,
were installed with moderately stretched tyres. To achieve the
lowered look, were the job of the BC V1 coilovers which offered
the maximum amount of ride height lowering. Of course, to tuck
these wheels into the car were extra camber adjustments with
a new rear camber arm and a customised camber plate for the
extra squat.
That doesn’t mean a stance car can’t enjoy some good
performance upgrades. With a deep bassy growl from the HKS
exhaust, and extra stopping power from the upgraded front
brakes, it offers plenty of go with the show as well.

With the exception being the Lancer EX GT Ralliart, the Lancer
EX is an extremely capable super long distance cruiser unlike the
previous generation. With a grand touring setup, it was bigger,
had a more supple suspension setup than the small sedan…
which brings us to the point, its actual name is the Galant Fortis.

The interior of the car is strictly optional when building on the
stance ideas, but dedicated enthusiasts will add to the car’s
appeal with useful accessories such as racing inspired seats with
essential information gauges on the dashboard for the extra
wow factor in the build.

Galant or Lancer, does it matter? The INVECS-III 6-speed CVT
meant that it was an extremely easy and smooth car to drive.
And being such a nice car to begin with - meant it was popular
with a tuning style from the West - the “Stance Movement”.

Last but not least, while many can get away with a standard
looking car, nothing will hurt more than dressing up the exterior
with a racy by kit, to complete the conversion of a mainstream
car to a truly bespoke and visually arresting creation!

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW

ENGINE
HKS exhaust
UNDERCARRIAGE
18-inch Work Meister S1
Drift racing bbk
BCV1 coilovers
Rear camber arm
From customised camber plate
INTERIOR
Bucket seats
Gauge meters
EXTERIOR
Customised Body Kit
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EMMA CHINA
COMPETITOR
TRAINING

EMMA MALAYSIA
INTERNATIONAL
JUDGES TRAINING

EMMA Malaysia successfully wrapped up their 2018 International
Judges Training, with over 40 newly-minted judges to be coming
out from Malaysia. Under the leadership of Howie Choo, the
overall direction EMMA Malaysia is taking toward the competition
scene is to grow their own “stable” of judges, and uplift the level of
understanding and knowledge in the competition scene. Trainers
from Germany, Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines were in full
force, with effective practical training done to ensure optimum
understanding of the EMMA Judging standard. There was a mix
of old and new faces who attended the training, with the two day
affair ending late toward the second day. Special congratulations to
a new judge who flew all the way from India for this training!

EMMA China has already held four competitors’ training in
Guangdong, Shangdong, Shanghai and Yunan provinces this
year, and the response was nothing short of impressive.The latest
installment saw about 250 audiophiles attending. It also held
the official Judge Training, supported by Terence Nah and EMMA
Singapore. Two more trainings are planned in Shenzhen and
Fujian provinces. The first competition with new rules and CD will
be in Fujian province, followed by Wuhan, Kunming, Shenzhen,
Foshan and with the Asia Finals event in November.
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obile media haulers can be described as
highly distinctive modes of transport,
given that its desirability depends on the
personality of the project owner. One can opt
for a simple, clean-cut setup, while explore the other
spectrum and we might be tempted to indulge in a
full-fledged, gung-ho plan right from the get-go.
But we are aware that the type of vehicle the project
is based on is crucial in determining the success of the
project. And in our opinion, not many comes close to
a Toyota Alphard, as it boasts unrivalled cabin space
for the owner to execute its in-car entertainment (ICE)
project without compromises. Its limo-like qualities
include plenty of headroom and legroom, and a
smooth ride quality for a fuss free shuttle, regardless of
any tarmac irregularity.
This 2016 Toyota Alphard is owned by, Mr Long, also
known as “Dragon”. He went to Xtremez Audio initially
for a simple ICE setup. But after a few months, he
realised the potential of his Alphard, and the urge to
make his ride sound even better was too strong!
Starting with the headunit, we will be able to notice

the Alpine X009, which is a perfect fit made for this
model. It is connected to the Mosconi DSP 8to12
aerospace signal processor. This state of the art device
has a sample rate of 192KHz / 24bit, which is a very
high resolution for what is available in the car audio
industry. It is also equipped with the professional
functions of the tuning world, which includes Time
Alignment, Independent L/R EQ and 12 channel
crossover settings.

internationally for its clear reproduction. Moreover,
these speakers are produced in very limited quantities
in Germany. Until today, studios in Germany still use
this same cone technology because of its clarity.
During the World War in the 1940s, these same Z cones
were used for military communication also because of
its clear reproduction.

This is linked directly to three units of Mosconi AS
series amplifiers in the trunk - AS100.4 powers the Hi
and Mid frequencies, one unit of AS200.2 powers the
Midbass and another unit powers the subwoofer. These
Mosconi electronics are manufactured in Fossombrone,
Italy, and they have already won multiple awards in
various competitions, along with product innovations
awards.

In the trunk, you will be welcomed by a very beautiful
display with the highest craftsmanship from Xtremez
Audio - accurate measurements and attention to detail
can be seen clearly. The pristine workmanship is further
amplified by the amount of space the installer is able
to work with, too! The Gladen subwoofer, Zero Pro
12, which is also made in Germany, sits neatly under
the plexi glass in a sealed enclosure. It is in charge of
producing distortion-free bass, and it does its job to
perfection!

Taking position on the custom A pillars are the Micro
Precision Z Studio Tweeter and Midrange. On the
original door panel position sits the Z Studio 170
Midbass.
These drivers do not require much introduction if
you are an audiophile, as they are very well known

This Toyota Alphard yields beautiful sound
reproduction. One of the best staging can be heard
when you take the driver’s seat - every single detail was
catered for, and the effect is a wonderful experience.
Superb sound tuning played a part - kudos to Xtremez
Audio for yet another sublime mobile media project!
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SYSTEM DIAGRAM

ALPINE X009

MOSCONI
AS 100.4

Z Studio
Tweeter

Micro Precision
Z Studio 3 Way

MOSCONI DSP
6TO8 PRO

MOSCONI
AS 200.2

Z Studio
Mid Bass

MOSCONI
AS 200.2

Gladen
Zero 12 Pro

In the trunk, you will
be welcomed by a
very beautiful display
with the highest
craftsmanship from
Xtremez Audio accurate measurements
and attention to detail
can be seen clearly.
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The 12-Volt “Shelf”
A new start up called Vehroot is offering an in-dash “Shelf” that replaces
a car radio and creates a dock for any phone or tablet. The dock offers
wireless charging and includes Bluetooth APTX HD with better-than-CDquality for phones and tablets that support it. Otherwise, it streams at
typical Bluetooth audio quality.
The Shelf is software-updatable. Users remove the radio and replace it
with the Vehroot shelf. The phone or tablet sits on the shelf with grips to
keep the phone in place. Users can stream music over Bluetooth to the
car’s sound system, and control the device through the factory steering
wheel controls.
Users get all their phone functions at their fingertips with fast wireless
charging. The unit has RCA outputs for adding an amp and subs and
comes with built in 50-Watt by 4 power. The front buttons on the Shelf are
capacitive touch buttons, including a button for activating Siri or Google
or Cortana voice control. Vehroot plans to produce a run of 1,000 Shelfs in
the next few months. The Shelf is expected to carry a price of USD$500.
Vehroot has two patents pending on the Shelf.
www.ceoutlook.com

EMMA Denmark
gains speed
Apart from EMMA UK, the end of May proved to be packed with events in
Europe, with EMMA Denmark organising the first ever event, with an all
new lineup of judges and changes to rules for the 2018 season. This event
was held in Middelfart by sponsor Au2tek.dk, in conjunction with a big
car show. New participants made their way in to be part of the car show.
There was even time at the end of the day to conduct SPL measurements
for non-participants - always a good sign that this industry is growing in
Denmark! A Danish EMMA tuning judgement was also held. ESQL has
increasing interest from ESPL competitors, too. They rebuilt their systems
during the winter to cater for both volume and quality, We approve! In
total, 13 certificates were handed over to competitors, along with Hertz
and Audison merchandise from Au2tek.dk. EMMA Denmark would like to
thank its sponsor, Au2tek.dk, for hosting this event.

HARMAN Brings
5G-Ready Multiband
Conformal Antennas to
the Automotive Industry
Harman launched its all-new 5G-ready multiband conformal antennas
for automotive applications, which combine multiple antennas in one
module that can be mounted below a vehicle’s body panels. A modern,
connected car could require as many as 18 antennas to provide all
relevant services for consumers, which causes extensive design and
aesthetic challenges for automakers that want to keep their products
connected, but still streamlined and attractive. Harman’s multiband
conformal antennas are designed to address these challenges.

Modified Nationals
EMMA UK held its biggest competition till date at the Modified
Nationals in Peterborough. An international judge team from the
Netherlands, Germany and the UK were tasked with the tough job of
assessing 127 participants. The spirit around that event was nothing
short of exciting. It felt special too, as it was a get together in typical
EMMA fashion. Highlights include the Installer Challenge, where the
Fuldagäng and Friends Team from Germany challenged the hosts from
Team UK in a 48-hour installation into two Audi TT. Starting point was
Friday noon, and by Sunday, the teams of five members each installed a
sound and SPL system into the cars. They had to compete in SQ Master
5000 and also in ESPL R/B. At the end, the Fuldagäng Team emerged
victorious – even if there should be no second place since both teams
did a terrific job. Congratulations to EMMA UK for a well-planned event.
Along with sponsors of the installer challenge including Vibe, Edge,
Ground Zero, Helix and Pioneer. Shout out to Vibe Audio for supporting
the activities of EMMA UK throughout this challenge with installation
materials and equipment.

Harman’s multiband conformal antennas have been derived from
Samsung’s deep experience in mobile antenna design. They have the
ability to accommodate a variety of modern radio services, including
LTE, GNSS, V2X, WiFi, Bluetooth, RKE and Electronic Toll Collection. The
antennas mount into an aperture opening in a vehicle’s body panel –
typically the roof area or rear deck – and are covered by a waterproof,
non-conductive radome. It provides gain, and directionality, while
delivering performance and the required isolation for many radio systems
to operate together.
In addition to streamlining radio services, the multiband conformal
antennas can be combined in an integrated package with Harman’s
Telematics Control Unit (TCU) to become a “smart antenna.” This 5G-ready
technology will help automakers keep up with the pace of innovation
in the telecommunications sector so that drivers of the cars of today,
tomorrow, and the future can be untethered and constantly connected.
It also supports vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure safety
solutions that will become standard features as cars become increasingly
connected to their surroundings.
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CARPLAY PLUS
Apple announced at the Worldwide Developers’ Conference (WWDC) that CarPlay
will soon work with Waze and Google Maps, so users are no longer restricted to
Apple Maps. Third-party navigation apps will be supported as part of iOS 12, which
should be available in a couple of months. That places CarPlay over a year behind
Android Auto, which launched Waze ability last July. iOS 12 also brings a number of
updates to Apple devices including a general performance improvement. Apps will
launch 40 per cent faster and the keyboard will pop up 50 per cent faster plus the
camera will open 70 per cent faster. This is true of older phones running iOS 12, all
the way back to the iPhone 6 Plus.
Although not directly related to in-car experiences, users also get phone limiting

features, given that many of us are glued to our phones and tablets more than we
may like. It might keep you safe on the roads, too. There’s a Screen Time app that
shows how much time you’re spending on your device and individual apps. You
can set time limits for each app. And parents can set limits for their kids’ app usage.
Augmented Reality is getting a boost with the ability to digitally measure items
through your camera’s phone. A cool feature for the Apple Watch is “Walkie-Talkie,”
which literally turns the phone into a walkie-talkie for true Dick Tracy-like use. Plus
you no longer need to say “Hey Siri,” but just bring the watch up to your face. Also
now with Facetime, you can connect to as many as 32 people! And for iPhone X
users, you can create avatars that bear your own appearance.
www.ceoutlook.com

5G WAR
A battle between WiFi and 5G in the car is now in full swing,
reported the Wall Street Journal. Toyota and General Motors
support a WiFi standard for cars talking to each other and
Ford and BMW support 5G. 5G is about 10 times faster than
current broadband. An example of that when it comes to cars
communicating with each other is that with WiFi, you get a warning
alert if a vehicle a couple of cars ahead stops short. But under 5G,
you can view the video feed of cars and trucks ahead of you. 5G is
also faster so the data is more immediate.
The problem is that the (US) government has already invested
“hundreds of millions of dollars” in a swath of WiFi dedicated for
cars called DSRC and GM and Toyota have already made large
investments in it. It might take a while for this to take effect in
Singapore, but we can certainly look forward to it in the near future.
The first 5G smartphones are expected to debut next year in the US.
www.ceoutlook.com

GTI SUPREMACY
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SCRUTINISED

Is the new update worthy?

HEAD -TO-TOE

REV TELLS YOU IF THESE PRODUCTS
ARE WORTH YOUR DOLLAR
Volkswagen Golf GTI
BY PUTTING THEM UNDER SPOTLIGHT

WHAT IS THIS?
The defacto hot hatch, by which all hot hatches are
compared with. It’s the car you get if you want to go fast,
yet live with comfortably everyday, and most importantly,
affordable for the performance you get.
The Mark 7 incarnation brought MQB tech to the GTI,
along with the rest of the tech, chassis and engine
updates of the standard Golf to the hot hatch.
SO, IS IT STILL HOT, OR NOT?
The new GTI comes from the factory with a 10hp power
boost to bring its total to 230hp. Peak torque remains the
same, and you’ll probably be better off buying an older
model and giving it to a professional tuner to get more
than just ten horses out of the engine.
But VW has taken more refinements to the selectable
drive modes. Go with the traffic flow at a normal pace,
select the accompanying drive mode on the Dynamic
Chassis Control (DCC) and it rewards you with a nice and
smooth drive over most of the roads. Sure, it’s a little less
unsettled than a standard Golf, but you’ll be hard-pressed

1,984cc, turbocharged inline-4
230hp / 4,700-6,200rpm
350Nm / 1,500-4,600rpm
6-speed DSG
6.4seconds
248km/h
6.5L/100km
Neutral
S$164,400
Now (www.volkswagen.com.sg)

to tell the difference on a vast majority of tarmac.

system - all without being overbearing.

Engage Sport mode and the GTI takes of its suit, puts on a
tank top and flexes The steering sharpens up a notch, the
throttle response quickens and the suspension firms up.
Attacking corners in this mode reaps plenty of smiles and
eggs you to bring out the devil to play. In this mode, you’ll
feel the various improvements to the chassis as it doesn’t
flex as much as its predecessor, and the suspension - even
if it feels stiffer - communicates better than the outgoing
generation.

It’s not a GTI today if it doesn’t come crammed with
driver assisting features, which this GTI fulfils with park
assist, blind spot indicators and the new Active Info
Display, which you’ll probably spend quite some time to
customize it to your liking.

WHAT ABOUT THE REST OF THE CAR THEN?
The interior still remains a German teutonic affair,
although the red stitching brings some visual excitement
to an otherwise giant sea of black plastic surfaces. Most
notably, the ‘Discover Pro’ entertainment system hsa
ditched almost every button and gets more gesture
recognition.
The boot gains a nifty addition of a subwoofer that’s built
into the spare wheel, which adds just about the right
amount of bass to accentuate the already good sound

IS IT FOR ME?
It’s not hard to recommend a GTI if you’re in the market
for a fast hot hatch, although your requirements will
determine if it’s the car for you. Hardcore trackies may
want to put the new Civic Type R ahead of the GTI as it
offers much more driver engagement and excitement, but
it won’t be as comfortable as the GTI on a daily basis.
However, if you’re the kind of person who just wants one
car to do it all, it’s hard to beat the GTI when it comes to
being an all-rounder. Perhaps, that is the biggest problem
with the GTI - it has grown too mature for the young
audience it once attracted. But, if you always wanted a GTI
since you were young, chances are, you would have grow
older slightly too…

TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

ENGINE
POWER
TORQUE
TRANSMISSION
0-100km/h
Top Speed
Fuel Consumption
VES B
Price
Availability
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RAISING THE BAR FOR SERVICE

L

ocated at Inchcape Centre, 2 Pandan Crescent
is a whole new car buying experience. Inchcape
Pre-Owned is a collaboration between Inchcape
Singapore and Otopac Motors, and it is set to raise the
bar for quality pre-owned market services.

process, which consists of a 160-point check which
focuses on crucial mechanical elements such as the
engine, gearbox, brakes and suspension. Leaving
no part unchecked, the interior and exterior are
reconditioned as well.

Looking for a car is always an exciting moment. Be it
your first car, or an upgrade, a used car offers plenty
of frills of a brand new car at a lower price. Plus, you
can get one right now. A used car can be driven off the
floor as soon as the deal is done, rather than wait for a
few rounds of the COE bidding roulette.

Every car sold by Inchcape Pre-Owned has a one-year
warranty - similar to a brand new car’s warranty. In the
event of a breakdown or failure, covered components
will be replaced through approved service workshops.
This warranty can be extended beyond the one-year
period on request.

A used car can have sneaky problems that are hard
to detect for the regular car owners. This is where
Inchcape Pre-Owned certified cars set themselves
apart, with Quality, Durability and Reliability assurance.

Otopac Motors is a joint venture between
PhillipCapital, Ricardo Auto Centre and Binter & Co Pte
Ltd. This partnership offers an unbeatable one-stop
service for all drivers. With this partnership, Inchcape
Pre-Owned is able to offer finance, insurance and
aftersales service beyond the reach of regular used
car dealers.

For start, all cars sold here are carefully selected with
a stringent criteria: Zero accident record and a full
service history, which buries all chances of mileage
tampering fraud occurring.
For a peace of mind undergone a vigorous inspection

For discerning buyers with an eye for value, Inchcape
Pre-Owned offers financing options from banks,
financial institutions and in-house channels, for new

and used passenger and commercial vehicles, privatehire vehicles, as well as COE renewal and refinancing.
Taking the hassle out of insuring your new car,
Inchcape Pre-Owned is able to offer a choice from
every major insurance companies, to get the most
competitive and comprehensive quotes for all
insurance needs.
If you prefer the pleasure of owning a newer car every
few years, Inchcape Pre-Owned offers most of their cars
with a comprehensive Drive-Away Leasing Programme.
You can enjoy a zero down payment, along with an
additional range of other benefits such as personal
accident insurance coverage, complementary courtesy
car, 24-hour roadside assistance and unlimited mileage
use in Singapore and Malaysia.
For a full list of currently available cars, please visit
www.inchcapepreowned.com.sg. Prices listed are
guaranteed, without no hidden costs. Inchcape PreOwned is located at 2 Pandan Crescent, Inchcape
Centre, and they are open from 8am-5pm from
Monday to Friday and 8am-12pm on Saturday.
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ISCREAM
Notice me, Toyota CH-R

SCRUTINISED
HEAD -TO-TOE

REV TELLS YOU IF THESE PRODUCTS ARE WORTH YOUR DOLLAR
CH-RSPOTLIGHT
1.2 Turbo
BY PUTTING THEMToyota
UNDER

WHAT IN THE WORLD?
Boom, after decades of building sensible yet boring cars,
Toyota decided that it wanted to go wild on designs and
create a car that scares away the older folk and attract
fresh new buyers. After all, most people buy a car based
on looks first, practicality and what... performance?
PERFORMANCE FROM A 1.2? YOU KIDDING?
Hmm, yes. No, we have not gone mad, but there is some
to like about the 1.2 litre turbocharged plant mated to a
boring CVT. 114bhp and 185Nm of torque is not much
for a 1.4 ton car, but once you get going, the gearbox
ensures that the turbo stays on the boil and delivers the
goods for overtaking easily. Hell, if you poke around the
dashboard display settings enough, you’ll find a setting
that displays the G-sensor.
G-SENSOR IN A TOYOTA? HAVE THEY GONE MAD?

1,197cc, turbocharged inline-4
114hp / 5,200-5,600rpm
185Nm / 1,500-4,000rpm
CVT
N/A
185km/h
6.4L/100km
C1 Surcharge
S$126,988
Now (www.toyota.com.sg)

The madness continues with the way it drives. It may
look big and imposing, but it makes quick work of
darting around tight corners with deft. The most
un-Toyota drive quality of a sharp steering feel, with
a suspension setup that feels agile, yet somewhat
comfortable...you may think that they hired the engineer
who designed the 86 to work on this.
It isn’t soft and wallowy, neither iis it hard and crashy. It’s
quite a pleasing blend of both worlds. However, there
is no way you can escape the pretty heft body of the
CH-R. High-speed cornering is best avoided, but it does
remarkably well for some spirited B-road driving.
WHAT ABOUT PRACTICALITY?
Once again, Toyota throws out all the stereotypes that
Toyotas have like space. There is no escaping the fact that
the sloping roofline will cause some unfortunate head

bonks for the rear passengers getting in and out, and it’s
a tight squeeze in the back for three regular Asian men.
The front seats are a nicer place to be but don’t count on
bringing too much luggage. A 60/40 split-folding rear
seat arrangement doesn’t do much to improve the cargo
capacity as they don’t lie flat, and the high boot ledge
does mean getting stuff in might be a challenge.
TO GET OR NO?
You can shoot us but the CH-R does deserve a good look,
or even two, since we’re suckers for styling over actual
performance from time to time. We reckon it will look
totally radical with a lowering kit, big brakes, a sick sound
system, and some nice wheels to replace that twisted
5-spoke bland OE wheels. It’s simply the Toyota that
has the most un-Toyota qualities, and it is not ashamed
about it - definitely a bold choice.

TEXT & PHOTOS KRADO LOW

ENGINE
POWER
TORQUE
TRANSMISSION
0-100km/h
Top Speed
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Price
Availability
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DUMMIES’
GUIDE TO
ELECTRIC
VEHICLES
Everything you ever wanted to know about
owning an electric vehicle in Singapore

DERRYN WONG

EVs are very far from mainstream now, but the technology
within them has improved tremendously in the past five
years. With the launch of more affordably-priced EVs, like
the Hyundai Ioniq Electric and Renault Zoe, we’ve reached
another signpost on the road towards electrification.
While you may not actually be considering one right now, we
guarantee that will change in the next five years, so you’ll be
prepared for the electric revolution.

TEXT & PHOTOS DERRYN WONG

How To Charge
Plug it in - how hard can it be?
Technically you can plug your electric car into a wall socket, but first of
all it needs a safety-approved charge cable (not all of them are) or else
there is a risk of fire. Also, a wall socket cannot provide enough current
(amperage) to charge an EV safely and quickly.
The best way to charge an EV is with a wallbox. These are charging
units specially-installed by the dealer at the owner’s place of choice,
and (Renault Zoe excepted) included in the purchase price of the car.
It’s simple enough: Open the charge port on the car, put in the charger
head, and voila. Wallboxes are complex pieces of equipment and much
safer than wall sockets, so they will automatically shut-off when the
battery is topped up.

How Long Does Charging Take?
Again this is something that differs depending on what equipment you
have - just like Fast Charging for smartphones, different chargers deliver
different performance.
Faster charging is obtainable through standard-issue wallboxes, most
of them deliver a charge rated at 7.0kW or more. The amount of charge
also depends on the place the box is installed in. An old residence may
be unable to handle higher loads, while an industrial building will be
able to deliver the fastest three-phase or even DC fast-charging.
But generally speaking, home wallbox chargers in Singapore will
usually be able to charge modern electric cars in three to four hours.
For instance, BMW claims the i3 can be charged in less than three hours,
with a 7.4kW power supply. If your home has three-phase power (talk to
your electrician) then a faster charger can be installed.

BMW i3
$183,999
Renault Zoe
$139,999

Hyundai
Ioniq Electric
$139,888
Where To Charge
Charging an EV can be done at home (with a wallbox, see below). The
biggest challenge to EV ownership is if you don’t have a landed home,
or access to a private charger, which honestly is the case for most of us
Singaporeans.

What’s in Singapore?
The Renault Zoe at $135,999 with COE is the least expensive (though
it doesn’t include a charge box in the price), next is the Hyundai Ioniq
Electric at $139,888 with COE is the least expensive, then the BMW i3
at $183,999 with COE. From there it’s quite a big jump: Teslas, imported
by Hong Seh Motors, begin from $428,300 with COE for the least
expensive P 85 D model.
In other words, while even the least expensive EV is still quite spendy
- compared to say a Kia Cerato K3 at $80k with COE - at least they are
now reaching a much more mainstream level of affordability.
And if you don’t have to have an ‘S’ license plate, Renault also has the
Kangoo ZE for $96,800 with COE, on a commercial vehicle COE.

Currently for Singapore, the network of public EV chargers is quite small.
BMW and Hyundai allow charging at their own showroom premises,
though that is only a single location. The provider for public charging
is Greenlots (www.greenlots.com), where anyone can register for an
account and a RFID card. At Greenlots stations you tap the card, charge
the car, and pay by hour, from $1.50 to $2.00 per station.
While it has an established network of chargers across Singapore - 50
stations at 34 locations - only eight of the public stations have the
latest Type 2 charge socket. Type 2 is the new European standard for
EV charging and it’s the standard expected to be widely adopted in
Singapore.
Greenlots has also installed charging stations at a small number of
condominiums - with MCST approval - with Type 2 chargers, and it looks
set to increase in future, so EV ownership could be a definite possibility
to those who stay in condominiums in the near future.

Ownership
Owning an electric car is cheaper than a petrol-powered one. As you can
see on our chart, the per-km cost is magnitudes less than a gasoline car.

Tesla S 85 D
$426,800
Power Range-rs
BMW i3 - 200km, Hyundai Ioniq Electric - 234km, BMW i3 REX - 330km,
Renault Zoe - 367km, Tesla Model S 85 D - 435km
It’s quite unlikely - in our experience, the current crop of EVs are very
truthful about range indicated on their trip computers, so a little
planning should ensure you’re never stranded. But if something
happens, there’s a support system for that. BMW has 24-hour recovery,
Hyundai has its rescue Ioniq Electric will charge your car with enough
juice to get it to the nearest charge station.

But you can also look forward to saving money on maintenance. Electric
vehicle maintenance consists mostly of ensuring the electric and power
systems are healthy (the onboard systems should do that already),
brake pads and brake fluid are fresh, and tyres are usable.
No engine means no spark plugs, no oil or air filters or similar
consumables, less coolant and fluid replacements needed. A key
concern for EVs, as it was for hybrids, is battery longevity. For hybrids, it’s
never proven to be a major issue and it looks to be the same for EVs too.
Tesla owners around the world, for example, have experienced good
longevity with their cars. According to predictive models, the batteries
can retain up to 80 percent charge after 840,000km. Local dealers also
offer longer terms for battery warranties than the standard five-year
car warranty: Hyundai’s is 10 years for the battery, BMW’s is eight years,
200,000km.
your electrician) then a faster charger can be installed.

Autotest 2018 Round 2

A

utotest is off to a great 2018 season with new
faces and cars but with the same enthusiasm
and desire for speed, even in round two! The
Tanah Merah Ferry Terminal home ground saw
plenty of hot racing action as new drivers set out to
prove their skills against the seasoned drivers.

TEX T & P

HOTOS

KR ADO

LOW

Attack stage from the get-go and everyone had total
of nine runs. Teams entries are now restricted to drivers
from Class A and C.

The course spanned the entire length of the car park,
with two competitors moving in opposite directions
of the circuit. The A/B circuit featured tighter turns,
even throwing in a spiral challenge and more complex
With the tropical sun of 20 May beating down on them,
participants streaming in way before the day’s activities
route than the C/D circuit, to cater for driving tastes
and skill levels. Despite the rain, and the continuous
were slated to get under way. A safety briefing was
drizzle which followed, there were plenty of smiles
carried out, before time was allocated for the drivers to
practice and get acquainted with the circuit.
as drivers danced their cars through the various
obstacles and cones!
If you love Gymkhana and Autocross, Autotest puts
Mitch Chong won in Class A, Jason Fu took Class B
both into one great fun package. One can enter one of
top honours, Simon Oh emerged top in Class C, and
four categories depending on their skill levels – Class A
is reserved for off-road cars and Class B for Gymkhana
Scott Lee clinched top spot in Class D. Team ACMA Max
oriented. Class C for the Autocross oriented and
Attack took first in the Team Challenge while Team
Ducatus came in second.
finally, Class D for novice drivers. There will be a Team
Challenge for drivers (one driver from class A/B and
The day’s proceedings concluded with participants
another from class C/D).
and spectators taking away an enriching motorsports
New regulations this year saw drivers being confined
experience, leaving the industry with more room for
to a starting box to remove the advantage of rolling
further growth and advancement nonetheless.
starts. New prizes for 4th and 5th position for each
Keen to put your skills to test test? Registration is open
class and finally, the most consistent driver award was
via www.autotest.com.sg. Autotest was made possible
replaced with a “Bolt Lightning” award for the fastest
start reaction time.
by main sponsors: ACMA Engineering Works & Trading,
Monster Energy, MPM Oil Singapore and participating
Unlike previous years, the event jumped into the Time
sponsors: API Racing, Hardrace Singapore.
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Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!
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Rock
Solid
DEE
BLUE
SEA

Bell & Ross expands its BR03-92 Diver
Collection with two new colour variants
TEXT: CARMEN ROSSO PHOTO BELL & ROSS

Following the launch of the first ever ‘squared’ Dive
watch, Bell & Ross dives back into the ocean once again
to reveal two new versions of the BR03-92 Diver.
The BR03-92 Diver Blue is basically a colour update,
whilst the BR03-92 Diver Bronze is a material update.
Both new designs come with the same base as the
original, and feature the familiar unidirectional
60-minute bezel and screwed crown, which is covered
in rubber for a better grip and highly protected on
both sides to avoid shocks.
The BR03-92 Diver Blue is now resplendent with its
blue dial, bezel and strap. Another change comes in
the form of yellow accents, a wardrobe update from
the orange accents seen on the original BR03-92.
The BR03-92 Diver Bronze gets both a colour and
material update, with its case manufactured in vintage
solid bronze. To further complement the new matte
dial, the rubber strap has been replaced by an aged
leather strap.
[For more details, visit bellross.com]

‘The Rock’ works with
Under Armour to
showcase his expertise in
technical footwear
TEXT CARMEN ROSSO PHOTO UNDER ARMOUR

More often than not, we refer to him as ‘The Rock’. Dwayne Johnson has
revealed his very first signature sneaker for American local brand, Under
Armour.
The Under Armour Project 1 was created with the main idea of exercise,
health and strength in mind. Moving on to the core of the new sneakers,
the Under Armour Project 1 features a modified version of The Rock’s
Brahma Bull logo on the back and a well-constructed knit material for
the upper areas. Furthermore, the fabrics used are meant to aid intense
conditioning situations and are paired with a blue exterior that should
prove easy to accessorise with.
[For more details, visit www.underarmour.com]

Non-automotive goodness blended into bite-sized bits for your reading pleasure!
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MASS MULTIPLIER

SEXY SEQUENCE

Epson has launched the WF-C5000 series of
printer, which claims to deliver as much as
50 per cent lower running costs than other
colour laser printers. A successor to the
original WorkForce Pro range, the new WFC5000 series printers’ tentpole features are
their high ink yield and fast printing rates. The
former is made possible by ink packs, instead
of ink cartridges, to hold more ink. Each
standard ink pack prints up to 3,000 pages
in black or colour. The WF-C5000 printers
also use Epson’s “PrecisionCore” printhead to
achieve print speeds of up to 24ppm.

M.A.D.Gallery presents “Sequential”, an avant-garde exhibit of
automotive works by talented French sculptor Antoine Dufilho. In this
collection, Dufilho merges his passion for cars with principles from
his studies in medicine and architecture, creating modern sculptures
accentuating the classic curves of coveted automobiles.
The exhibition includes a line-up of eight famed automobiles, from
a Ferrari 250 GTO and Porsche 356 to a Mercedes W196 Streamliner,
scaled-down (about 75cm long) and transformed into artistic renditions.
The Bugatti Type 57S Atlantic demonstrates the expertise of Dufilho: it
decomposes the sleek lines and shapes of the vehicle into successive
layers materialising into a modern automotive framework and revealing
the contour of the car. “This sequenced representation provides a
kinetic effect as the observer views the piece from different perspectives
causing the sensation of a static object in movement.” explains the artist.
Working completely out of his workshop, constructed with shipping
containers and situated in the Northern part of France in a town named
Quesnoy-sur-Deule, Dufilho manually builds each masterpiece by
hand. Using local resources, he incorporates materials such as metals,
wood, resin, and paint from vendors within a 30 km radius of his studio
for his projects. For Dufilho, each project brings its own challenges in
workmanship, manufacturing time completely varying from one model
to another.

GOOD OMEN
HP is now updating its Omen 15 laptop with a new design
and more powerful hardware.
While the core design language remains the same, the laptop
now boasts slimmer bezels and an aluminum keyboard area.
This makes for an overall more premium feel, and thanks to
the thinner bezels, the Omen 15 is also now more compact
than before. The cooling system has been tweaked - dual
fans have been moved to the corners of the chassis to take
advantage of additional bottom vents. the laptop now comes
with Intel’s latest 8th-generation processors, an NVIDIA
GeForce 1070 Max-Q and an optional 144Hz display - more
than sufficient for your intensive portable gaming needs!

LINKED IN
JBL’s new Link series is a set of four wireless speakers:
the Link 10, Link 20, Link 300 and Link 500. All four
are hands-free, voice operated speakers with Google
Assistant built-in, so you can stream music, get
information and even control smart devices around
the home simply by starting with “Ok, Google”. The
speakers have Chromecast built-in, so you can stream
your tunes to the speakers. The beefier Link 300 and
Link 500 deliver much more oomph - the Link 300
has two 25W drivers, while the Link 500 has four 15W
drivers compared to the Link 10, which has two 8W
drivers and the Link 20, which has two 10W drivers.
The Link 10 and Link 20 are priced at SGD$219 and
SGD$289, while the Link 300 and Link 500 retail for
SGD$359 and SGD$579. The speakers are available at
all major authorised JBL resellers.

SOLID PERFORMER
The Vivo V9 boasts a 6.3-inch 19:9 “FullView” LCD display. This
is achieved by reducing the size bezels to 1.75mm, which
results in a 90 per cent screen-to-body ratio. Similar to several
recently released Android smartphones, the V9 also features
a notch that houses a 24MP f/2.0 camera. The V9 also comes
with Vivo’s AI Smart Engine which will prioritise processing
and storage resources based on your usage habits and
preferences. Vivo claims that the AI Smart Engine can predict
your next “move” and have your favorite apps launch 20 per
cent faster. When you consider a price that is around half of
flagship phones, it sounds like a steal! The Vivo V9 is available
in two colour options (Pearl Black and Gold) at a price of
SGD$479 (without contract) through authorised dealers.
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LEVEL

UP!

Fret not, prominent streetwear
brands are still out to play
With the hype culture ever-changing, getting your hands on
one of the many favourite streetwear brands can be a rather
difficult task. Lucky for us, despite the scarcity of these brands,
Singapore makes a decent effort to keep streetwear alive, and
it’s indeed something we greatly appreciate.
Alcoholiday, a multi-label fashion store is one of few that
deserves some attention. With brands such as Thrasher,
Nirvana’s band tees, Obey, Champion and Kappa - Alcoholiday
has earned itself a right to be known as a streetwear haven.
Housing not just apparel for men and women, Alcoholiday
offers a variety from caps and shades, to bags and socks.
And if you happen to be a fan of the witty sitcom ‘The 70s
Show’, fans may find it somewhat familiar to see Led Zeppelin
tees as seen on the character Steven Hyde, available at the
Alcoholiday store.
Located at Cathay Cineleisure and Bugis Junction, Alcoholiday
could be the next stop to level up your street credibility!

A L C O H O L I D AY
@ALCOHOLIDAY

@ALCOHOLIDAYSTORE

N I R VA N A
THRASHER

+

8 Grange Road, Cineleisure #02-01 S(239695)

+

200 Victoria Stree, Bugis Junction #03-10D S(188021)

K A P PA
BANDTEES
JASON MARKK
SHOE CLEANSER F LO R A L S H I R T
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A Day Of

Racing
Toyota Wins Le Mans 24
Hours. Surprise!

T

TEXT KRADO LOW PHOTOS MANUFACTURERS

he 24 Hours of Le Mans this year had many firsts. The
second round of the FIA WEC Super Season, will go
down in history thanks to Toyota’s first victory at the
legendary race, one it has been trying to win since 1985.
The #8 Toyota Gazoo Racing TS050 hybrid driven across
the line by former F1 driver Kazuki Nakajima, former F1
driver Sebastien Buemi and current Formula 1 driver
Fernando Alonso. Giving Toyota its first ever Le Mans
victory, the sister TS050 finished second, driven by
Kamui Kobayashi, Mike Conway and Jose Maria Lopez.
With this win, Toyota becomes just the second Japanese
manufacturer to win after Mazda.
However, many saw the win differently as Porsche and Audi
have shuttered their Le Mans programmes a while back,
meaning 2018’s LMP1 category was just a Toyota race.
The remaining eight entries in the class are all privateers,
including two new cars from Ginetta.
However, Porsche was still active in the GTE-Pro and GTEAm classes and has extended their lead in the FIA WEC
Championship. GTE Pro was won by the No.92 911 RSR

shared by Kevin Estre, Michael Christensen and Laurens
Vanthoor, the last being in 2013. To leave nothing to
chance, Porsche entered 10 911 RSRs at this edition and
was the most represented marque of the field.
It wasn’t devoid of drama though, following post-race
technical scrutineering at the 24 Hours of Le Mans, the
No.26 G-Drive Racing ORECA 07 - Gibson (RusinovPizzitola-Vergne) and the No.28 TDS Racing ORECA
07 - Gibson (Perrodo-Vaxivière-Duval) have both been
disqualified for non-compliance of a part in the fuel
restrictor - a device to speed up pit stops.
This year’s Le Mans also saw a new rule which was not
welcome by everyone. First seen at the 6-hour race at
Spa, teams were given a limit on how long their driver
stints could be. This made team strategies known with
some, such as Alpine, which was able to put in one more
lap than the others on a full tank of petrol. The specific
regulations for the 2018 24 Hours of Le Mans impose
minimum and maximum driving times for drivers,
unfortunately, four were cited for non-compliance,
resulting in penalties for their respective teams.
The next 24 Hours of Le Mans will be held on 15 and 16
June 2019, which will be the grand finale of the WEC
Super Season 2018-19. The next round in the FIA World
Endurance Championship is at Silverstone (UK) on 19
August 2018.
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2018 Busan International
Motor Show
TEXT GERALD YUEN PHOTOS NEWSPRESS UK AND NEWSPRESS USA

I

t comes as no surprise that the 2018 Busan International Motor Show is primarily
dominated by Korean manufacturers. And we found it particularly relevant this
year to understand what Kia and Hyundai has been up to, giving the increasing
presence of these brands on local tarmac.

The event was held from the 8th to 17th of June at the Busan Exhibition &
Convention Center (BEXCO). This year featured 3,076 Booths, 183 companies and
nine countries showcasing passenger cars, commercial cars, specially equipped
vehicles and automobile parts. This was rather interesting because unlike other
events that focused only on one exhibition, there was a couple of concurrent events
being held at the same period, namely the Automotive Manufacturing Expo Korea
2018, Personal Mobility Show 2018, Automobile-related symposiums and seminars,
Place for test driving future automobiles, Aftermarket Exhibition and Automobile
Art Collaboration Fair Etc.
The theme for the 2018 Busan International Motor Show was “Beyond Innovation,
Into the Future,” under which Kia Motors exhibited its cars in BEXCO’s first exhibition
hall. The massive hall features no less than 22 Kia vehicles, including the Niro EV, SP
Concept and Stinger GT Wide Body. Kia’s exhibition also includes the K9 Lounge - a
display of the company’s merchandise and brand collection, a membership zone
and an area celebrating Kia’s global involvement with sports, including football and
tennis. But we reckon that the highlight for Kia will be its all-new Niro EV, a crossover
utility with a range of 450 kilometres.
Kia’s star of the Busan show, the Niro EV occupies a unique position in the market as
an all-electric compact crossover. Intelligent packaging, high levels of practicality,
and a long-distance driving range mean the Niro EV offers fewer compromises than
other electric vehicles. Buyers will also benefit from a range of EV-exclusive in-car
technologies, new safety features, and a stand-out exterior and interior design.
In addition to the Niro EV, Kia Motors also unveiled two other vehicles, the Kia SP
Concept – first unveiled at the 2018 AutoExpo in India, and the Kia Stinger GT Wide
Body following its introduction at the 2017 SEMA show in Las Vegas in the USA.
Hyundai Motor were not present merely to make up the numbers. It took the
opportunity to elaborate on its design philosophy, by providing a more detailed
blueprint for ‘Sensuous Sportiness’ by unveiling the HDC-2 ‘Grandmaster’ SUV
concept. It also presented a new N Brand Global Strategy with line-up expansion.
Having first introduced the ‘Sensuous Sportiness’ direction with the HDC-1 ‘Le Fil
Rouge’ concept vehicle at the Geneva Motor Show earlier this year, Hyundai further
explored the philosophy with its latest SUV concept vehicle, the HDC-2 Grandmaster
concept. Hyundai also introduced the Veloster N - laying out the blueprint for its
High Performance N Brand. It will further diversify its N Brand Product Portfolio
including High Performance N models, N Line Vehicles with new design and
performance enhancing elements and N Option and customisation parts by N.
Exemplifying the theme of ‘Future Mobility Life’, Hyundai divided its booth into
five distinct spaces – Garage N, Hyundai Veloster Street, Design Gallery, Hydrogen
Electricity House and the Life Square – all of which aim to highlight Hyundai’s design
philosophy and mobility life, as well as to provide valued customer experiences.
First introduced at the North American International Auto Show in January 2018,
the Veloster N is Hyundai’s second N model, following the ‘i30 N’ launched in Europe
last year, and the first model to be showcased to Korean customers. As part of
Hyundai’s High Performance N Business, the Veloster N offers differentiated exterior
and interior designs, focusing on fun-to-drive characteristics and providing the
best driving performance to drivers, as well as passengers. Equipped with a 2.0-liter
turbocharged high performance engine and 6-speed manual transmission, Veloster
N boasts maximum power output of 275hp and torque output of 353Nm.
Hyundai also showcased the first SUV concept featuring the “Hyundai Look” - a
demonstration of evolving Hyundai design philosophy. Debuted at the 2018
Geneva Motor Show, the Le Fil Rouge concept car highlights Hyundai’s evolved
design direction under the theme of ‘Sensuous Sportiness’. Following the concept,
the HDC-2 Grandmaster model reinterprets Hyundai’s design DNA, and is designed
through “harmonisation” of four key elements – proportion, architecture, styling and
technology, which will be applied to Hyundai’s upcoming sedan and SUV models.
Perhaps more relevant for Singapore’s market will be the Tucson - the redesigned
2019 Tucson looks even bolder with its cascading grille and new headlight/DRL
design. An 8-speed automatic transmission and HTRAC all-wheel drive system are
the other mechanical highlights for this new-gen Tucson. We are looking forward
to an even greater “showing” for Korean-made cars in Singapore, and given how
advanced they have become over the years, consumers will clearly benefit from
their research!
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GLOBETROTTER
LAND ROVER TURNS 70, AND STILL TURNS HEADS

I

t all started on Red Wharf Bay, Anglesey in 1947. Maurice
Wilks traced an outline in the sand of what was to become
the most iconic vehicle in Britain.

From the beach, jungle, bush, desert and the mountains to
the mud, sand and snow; as the first true all-terrain vehicle,
Land Rover has always stood for capability and adventure. Go
anywhere, whenever, whatever the weather, however steep
the incline. We’ve done some pretty amazing things over the
years: towing trains, scaling dam walls, tackling giant speed
bumps and racing 999 steps up a mountain side in an SUV
that’s faster than a sports car. All this showcases just how far
Land Rovers can, and will go.
Before Land Rover became, the Land Rover, it was a product
line of the defunct Rover Company. Then it became the
British Leyland Motor Corporation, and Land Rovers became
part of the Rover-Triumph division. It stayed as part of the
Rover Group after British Leyland was broken and privatised.

In 1994 Land Rover was owned by BMW after it acquired the
Rover Group. The Rover Group was broken up by BMW and
Land Rover ended up being sold to Ford Motor Company in
2000. Then, in 2008 Ford Motor Company sold Land Rover to
Tata Motors. Are you still with us? Good.
Singapore isn’t excluded from the Land Rover history, with
plenty of NSmen driving the beat up vehicles in tactical
movement exercises. The trusty Series III Defender 110,
better known to national servicemen simply as “Rover”, and
it can be driven by anyone across all ranks and vocations,
as long as you were authorised. Outfield fresh rations?
Easy. However, not everyone remembers the first Rovers in
Singapore. 1955 challenge where six Oxford and Cambridge
undergraduates set out from London in two Land Rovers to
Singapore - they did make it, and they were the first Rovers to
land in Singapore after six months and six days.
The Land Rover started in life as a simple farmer’s tool. As its
life progressed, it gained much more refinement, and global

military acceptance as a troop carrier, emergency rescue
and law enforcement vehicles. The ability to go ‘above and
beyond’ has always been at the heart of Land Rover. As the
go-to vehicle for humanitarian, conservation, research and
protection projects, Land Rover dominated 70% of the global
aid market in the 1970s.
In 1970, they introduced the Range Rover, which added the
luxury concept to a rugged off-road 4WD capability, giving
birth to a global icon. The Land Rover Discovery model was
launched in 1988, followed by the Range Rover Evoque
launch in 2011. Despite Lode Lane, Solihull is the place where
over seven decades, 7.2 million Land Rovers have rolled off
the line and Halewood is the place from which nearly 1.4
million Freelanders, Evoques and Discovery Sports have set
off on their journeys across the world.
With electrification and autonomy looming closer on
the horizon, there are great promises of innovation and
excitement ahead for the brand.
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